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Abstract

Introduction: Positron Emission Tomography (PET) technology is on the rise and improvements in image
reconstruction are emerging but they involve changes in our habits, which need to be evaluated and clinically
validated. One such potential improvement is the new algorithm Q.Clear, developed by GE Healthcare. Q.Clear uses
a Bayesian Penalised Likelihood (BPL) reconstruction algorithm. The aim of this study was to investigate, the
performance of the (Q.Clear) algorithm relative to the standard reconstruction algorithm (VPFX-S) Time of Flight
Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization (TF-OSEM) with Point-Spread-Function (PSF) in clinical conditions.

Materials and Methods: The first step was to perform a NEMA IEC Body phantom SetTM with EANM guidelines
in order to compare performance of Q.Clear reconstruction versus the gold standard in our health care institution
(VPFX-S) and to determine an optimum penalization factor for future clinical use of Q.Clear. The second step was to
find the best clinical compromise. Four experienced masked readers independently reviewed 4 types of
reconstruction performed on 10 patients FDG PET/CT. Then visual and quantitative analysis were performed.

Results: Regarding the quantitation (SUVmax), the set of results is a function of the ratio (contrast). Indeed results
show that with the highest ratio, a higher β is preferred whereas with the lowest ratio, a lower β is better. However
results have to be balanced with better agreement between a high β, our usual clinical reconstruction and caution
with GE concerning the overestimation of the SUVmax with this new method of reconstruction. Clinical results show a
statistically significant difference between reconstructions with a p<0.0001, without significant reader effect p<0.7.

Conclusion: This study suggests a β value of 550 as an optimum penalization factor for clinical use with FDG
PET/CT. Studies are still to be done for the optimization of this β for anatomical localization, the weight of the patient
and the PET tracer used.

Keywords: Positron emission tomography; Image quality
enhancement; Image reconstruction; Q.Clear; TF-OSEM

Introduction
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) technology is on the rise and

improvements in image reconstruction are emerging but they involve
changes in our habits which need to be evaluated and clinically
validated. Today, there are two main types of PET reconstruction
available: Analytical and iterative. The most commonly used PET

reconstruction algorithm in clinical practice is an iterative method
named the Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization (OSEM)
algorithm. Iterative methods improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
compared to analytical methods. They offer the advantage of modelling
various system factors and also generate the PET images in clinically
relevant times with accelerated convergence through the use of subsets
[1-4]. OSEM has been improved in the last few years with new models
in the reconstruction process: time-of-flight (ToF) and point spread
function (PSF) but with still some limits [5,6].

There are still some drawbacks; one of them is that the noise in the
image increases with each iteration. The OSEM algorithm is, in
general, stopped after 2 (typically used in clinical practice) or 4
iterations [3,4]. A new iterative PET reconstruction algorithm,
Bayesian Penalised Likelihood (BPL) has been developed by GE
Healthcare, named Q.Clear. This algorithm integrates the time of flight
process and is aimed at providing more accuracy in PET quantitation
as well as improving SNR over the OSEM. The main advantage is an
additional term in the objective function of the OSEM algorithm,
which enables it to reach full convergence without increasing the noise,
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and with improved accuracy in quantitation. This additional term is
controlled by the factor beta (β), which is the only user-input variable
in the algorithm [7-11].

The aim of this study was to investigate, through phantom and
clinical evaluations, performance in determining disease response and
the quantitation of the BPL reconstruction algorithm relative to the
standard reconstruction algorithm in clinical conditions. As a result of
this study, we propose an optimum penalization factor (β) for future
set up of this new algorithm in our health care institution.

Materials and Methods

Phantom
A NEMA IEC Body Phantom SetTM image quality phantom [12]

was scanned on a Discovery 710 PET/CT (GE Healthcare) [13]. The 6
spheres were filled once with a Fluorodesoxyglucose (FDG)
(theoretical volume of each sphere is 26.5; 11.5; 5.58; 2.57; 1.15 and 0.5
mL). The ratio of activity concentration of the sphere to background
activity was 8:1. Then, by filling the background with FDG activity in
order to achieve two other experiments with the same conditions of
filling the spheres but with two other ratios 6:1 and 4:1, the
background activity concentration was modified. The amount of
activity and the time were accurately determined, taking into account
the radioactive decay for each ratio. The phantom was scanned for
each ratio, following the EANM guidelines [14]. Our clinical standard
TF-OSEM with PSF (2 iterations, 24 subsets, 6.4 mm gaussian filter)
protocol, called VPFX-S by GE, was used as the standard for image
reconstruction and compared with the new method of reconstruction
Q.Clear using 7 different β value reconstructions between 350 and 650
in increments of 50.

The data was analysed on an Advantage Workstation (AW 4.6; GE
Healthcare), using 3 parameters commonly used in clinical analysis:
the volume of the spheres, the maximum Standardized Uptake Value
(SUVmax) and the contrast. These parameters were measured and
evaluated from the one experiment, which included 3 results from the
3 ratios between the background and the spheres 8:1, 6:1 and 4:1. The
SUVmax and volume of each sphere were recorded using a standard
volume of interest (VOI) tool according to the Standardized Uptake
Value (SUV) body weight model with a “patient” weight equal to 9.82
kg [12] and the threshold set to 42%, which estimated a volume
depending on true and observed contrast [15-18]. The results of
spheres and background were respectively the value of the VOI of each
sphere and the mean of 8 VOIs of same volume (40 cc) in the uniform
zone. The contrast between each sphere and the background were
estimated according to the equation 1:

Knowing the 3 ratios, these results were compared to the expected
values for volume, contrast and SUVmax. In addition, for SUVmax the
standard reconstruction was compared to the 7 Q.Clear
reconstructions, in order to estimate the deviation between our usual
quantitation and the new one with a bayesian recontruction method.
Figure 1 shows the results of phantom evaluation regarding parameters
of reconstruction used for the clinical evaluation and with the nearest
ratio to the mean of SUVmax lesions in clinical evaluation (8:1).

Figure 1: Axial 18F-FDG PET images of Phantom evaluation with
different reconstructions rated in clinical evaluation for the ratio
8:1.

Clinical Evaluation
Based on first results with phantom and manufacturer

requirements, four different reconstructions (VPFX-S, Q.Clear 350,
450 and 550) were performed for ten consecutive 18F-FDG PET/CT
scans from patients with an anatomopathologic proof of cancer. Five
patients had a body mass index (BMI) ≤ 25 and five a BMI>25. Four
experienced nuclear medicine physicians (A, B, C and D)
independently reviewed the 4 different reconstructions for each case
on an Advantage Workstation (AW 4.6; GE Healthcare), blinded for
the reconstruction parameters. Patients and reconstructions were
anonymized and labelled from #1 to #10 and from A to D respectively
in a randomized order. Six different parameters were reviewed and
scored from 1 (best) to 4 (worst) for each reconstruction: overall Image
Quality (IQ), background Liver IQ, background mediastinum,
background marrow, noise level and lesion detectability [19].

Reconstructions where then ranked according to these 6
parameters, and a final global score was given from the best (1) to the
worst (4) image that could be used in clinical conditions for
interpretation. The lesion detectability was realized with a blind
analysis, in order to evaluate the number of lesion compared to VPFX-
S as the reference result. All analyses were done per case per
reconstruction and for the final score the 4 reconstructions from the
same case were visualised at the same time (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Coronal and axial 18F-FDG PET images with different
reconstructions (grayscale level: SUV5): (A) Q.Clear 550, (B)
Q.Clear 450, (C) Q.Clear 350 and (D) VPFX-S. This example shows
a patient with BMI>25. We can see clearly a noise gradient in
images from (A-D). The readers consider the picture (A) with the
best clinical information quality and the best signal to noise ratio
without losing information.
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In addition, for each patient, the SUVmax of the liver background
noise was identified and analyzed according to the group of BMI.
Furthermore, for each reconstruction of each patient, the SUVmax of 1
lesion was noted and the trend was compared to the phantom results
(Figure 3). Statistical analyses were performed using SAS® (Version 9.4)
software.

 A  generalized linear  model  for ordinal data  with a  cumulative
logit link function (PROC GLIMMIX) was chosen to study the
preference reconstruction order and the impact of the readers in the
classification. For the analysis of background noise, a Mann Whitney
test was used.

Figure 3: SUVmax value of one lesion per patient, showing an
overestimation with Q.Clear 350 as the phantom evaluation. Within
the three reconstructions, Q.clear 550 has the nearest results from
VPFX-S.

parameter. The mean contrast deviation and metabolic volume
compared to theoretical values show better results with Q.Clear
reconstructions whatever the ratio and the β coefficient. Regarding the
metabolic volume Q.Clear reconstructions have results on average 30%
better than VPFX-S and for the contrast it is on average 5% to 10%
better.

Figure 4: Graphs show differences between: (A) contrast measured
and theoretical values, (B) volume measured and theoretical values,
(C) SUVmax measured and theoretical values, (D) SUVmax
measured and VPFX-S measured (clinical practice).

SUVmax deviation vs. Exeected value SUVmax deviation vs. VPFX·S VOLUME of SPHERES CONTRAST

RAT
IO
8:1

Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation

VPFX·S -3.90% 21.10% 24.60% 49.20% -16.60% 18.30%

Q CLEAR 350 11.50% 9.00% 20.60% 25.30% -7.70% 9.90% -6.40% 7.60%

Q CLEAR 400 10.00% 10.00% 18.60% 22.40% -5.30% 7.20% -6.40% 8.50%

Q CLEAR 450 8.90% 11.70% 16.90% 19.60% -2.60% 8.30% -6.70% 10.00%

Q CLEAR 500 8.00% 13.10% 15.40% 17.00% -0.70% 10.90% -6.30% 11.40%

Q CLEAR 550 6.90% 14.50% 13.90% 14.60% -0.90% 11.10% -6.30% 12.70%

Q CLEAR 600 5.90% 15.70% 12.50% 12.50% -1.20% 11.30% -7.00% 13.80%

Q CLEAR 650 5.00% 16.80% 11.10% 10.50% -1.30% 11.50% -6.80% 14.90%

RAT
IO
6:1

VPFX·S -6.10% 21.20% 53.40% 93.10% -17.80% 18.60%

Q CLEAR 350 1.30% 16.90% 9.50% 8.90% 11.60% 15.70% -13.60% 14.40%

Q CLEAR 400 10.00% 18.40% 7.80% 6.30% 14.40% 23.90% -13.30% 15.90%

Q CLEAR 450 -0.90% 19.70% 6.20% 3.90% 17.50% 31.80% -12.90% 17.40%

Q CLEAR 500 -2.50% 20.40% 4.20% 2.70% 23.00% 41.50% -13.60% 18.10%

Q CLEAR 550 -3.00% 21.90% 3.30% 1.20% 26.50% 51.80% -13.40% 19.50%
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Q CLEAR 600 -4.00% 22.80% 1.90% 2.20% 36.50% 74.90% -14.00% 20.40%

Q CLEAR 650 -4.90% 23.60% 0.60% 3.50% 45.10% 92.30% -14.40% 21.20%

RAT
IO
4:1

VPFX·S -20.00% 19.90% 75.80% 82.20% -18.10% 20.30%

Q CLEAR 350 -12.00% 17.20% 11.70% 9.40% 22.60% 29.50% -12.50% 17.10%

Q CLEAR 400 -13.30% 18.40% 9.50% 6.70% 36.00% 53.90% -12.60% 18.50%

Q CLEAR 450 -14.50% 19.40% 7.50% 4.60% 42.60% 67.40% -12.90% 19.80%

Q CLEAR 500 -15.50% 20.20% 5.80% 3.20% 36.00% 46.00% -13.30% 20.70%

Q CLEAR 550 -16.50% 20.80% 4.20% 2.60% 44.10% 60.10% -13.80% 21.50%

Q CLEAR 600 -17.50% 21.40% 2.70% 2.90% 48.90% 67.20% -14.00% 22.30%

Q CLEAR 650 -18.20% 21.90% 1.60% 3.50% 42.40% 47.30% -14.80% 22.80%

Table 1: Results of phantom evaluation: mean and standard deviation of contrast, volume and SUVmax from the 3 ratios. Quantitation (SUVmax)
results compared to theoretical values are influenced by the ratios. Theoretical values were calculated based on activity and concentration injected
during each step of the phantom evaluation. (SUVmax, theoretical = 8.02, 5.94 and 3.93 respectively for the ratio 8:1, 6:1 and 4:1). Indeed, VPFX-S
shows the best results with a ratio 8:1 and this begins to break down with decrease of the contrast. The same results were observed using Q.Clear.
For the 8:1 ratio, the best results were obtained with a high β whereas the trend changes for lower contrast to better results with a low β.

Now, if we look for a comparison between Q.Clear results and the
clinical standard VPFX-S, it is important to note that Q.Clear results
are closer to the standard with a high β (Figure 4D). In the clinical

evaluation, results can be summarized as the final score as shown in
Table 2.

VPFX-S Q.Clear 350 Q.Clear 450 Q.Clear 550

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

BMI ≤
25

A 3 2 3 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1

B 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2

C 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

D 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

#6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

BMI>
25

A 4 2 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

B 3 2 2 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1

C 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

D 3 4 3 3 4 2 2 4 4 3 4 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1

Table 2: Final scores (1: excellent; 4: worst) from clinical evaluation for the 10 patients (from #1 to #10) presented in function of the body mass
index (BMI) analysed by four readers (A, B, C and D)

Clinically the results show a statistically significant difference
between reconstructions with a p<0.0001, without significant “reader
effect” p<0.7. Statistically the probability of reconstruction
classification in order of preference is Q.Clear 550 first, Q.Clear 450
second, VPFX-s in third and Q.Clear 350 last.

For one of the readers there is an apparent disagreement between
VPFX-S and Q.Clear 550. Scorer “B” prefer VPFX-S for patients with
BMI ≤ 25 compared to BMI>25 with the best results linked to Q.Clear
550. In contrast, the others scorer always chose Q.Clear 550 whatever
the BMI. But statistically there is no significant reader effect.

Moreover, there is a statistically significant difference between
SUVmax hepatic background noise of the groups according to the BMI
p<0.00012. Figure 3 shows the tendency of the SUVmax according to
the reconstructions and we see that it is the same as that obtained with
Phantoms (Figure 4). SUVmax values are overestimated with Q.Clear
350 and the values of Q.Clear 550 are closer to VPFXS. In addition, the
average of the SUVmax lesions was 7.6, which appears closer than the
1:8 phantom evaluation.
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Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the performance of the new

reconstruction algorithm (Q.Clear) regarding the influence on the
penalization factor β compared to the standard reconstruction
algorithm VPFX-S used in clinical practice.

The study started with the phantom evaluation in order to evaluate a
wide range of factors β. Because of the difficulty in accurately filling all
spheres, 3 scans were performed in 1 experiment. In this way,
uncertainty in volume was avoided. The presentation of our results as
the mean of all sphere’s size enables us to summarise all the data and at
the same time to show an overall result regardless of the size of the
spheres. We wanted the phantom study to be closer to a clinical
evaluation. It can be seen that contrast, metabolic volume and
quantitation are all clinical parameters and the use of 3 scans with 3
ratios aims to be representative of clinical situations.

As a transition to the clinical evaluation, when we are looking for
the SUVmax results compared to our clinical standard (Figure 4D and
Figure 3), it appeared that Q.Clear with high β factor presents closer
SUVmax results to VPFX-S than low β factor, whereas with high β the
reconstructed images were visually less close than the standard
method. Furthermore, the tendency of the SUVmax according to the
reconstructions is the same between clinical and phantom analysis.
SUVmax values are always overestimated with Q.Clear 350 and the
values of Q.Clear 550 are closer to VPFXS.

Regarding the main studies [7,10], our study was performed with
the same phantom but not the same procedure of filling spheres and
background ratio. We filled all spheres and performed 3 ratios in order
to be closer to the clinical evaluation. This choice enabled us the
performance of phantom acquisition with ratio closer to the clinical
ratio as we can see on the SUVmax clinical evaluation where the mean
value is around 8.

Indeed, the 4 masked readers preferred significantly the
reconstruction with the highest β factor (Q.Clear 550). This result is
the main discrepancy with GE recommendations [11] and the studies
mentioned above which respectively suggest using 350 and 400 as β
factor. This point can be balanced regarding conditions of evaluation
that are not the same. Their studies are based on 4:1 ratio (usually used
in NEMA’s and EANM’s procedures) [14] compared to our study using
3 ratios 4:1, 6:1 and 8:1. Results change according to the ratio used,
meaning relative to the contrast.

On the other hand, this is the first study to our knowledge that
shows the influence of BMI in β factor selection according to the
contrast, which impacts overweight patients. Results clearly showed an
agreement between the four independent readers for the highest β
factor (Q.Clear 550) for patients with a BMI>25.

As said above, this is understandable because the contrast is altered
for the overweight patients. In overweight patients the noise is
increased because fewer events are collected and noise is amplified by
the increased attenuation correction factors. For proof our statistically
significant results between the SUVmax liver background noise of the
groups according to the BMI (p<0.00012).

The use of a β 550 penalization factor leads to smooth images,
removing noise from images and actually improving the quality
without losing data. In patients with BMI ≤ 25, Q.Clear 550 remains
the best choice for three of the readers, whereas for one of the reader it
is VPFX-S.

We explain this exception by the influence of usual clinical practice
and the reader’s experience with a variety of images. Although not
significant, this result is interesting because it suggests that an
adaptation of the acquisition and reconstruction techniques must be
customized to the BMI. Thus, we have to consider a compromise
between theoretical and clinical results. Using Q.Clear gives better
results than VPFX-S but both are impacted by the contrast. In clinical
practice, the contrast varies according to both anatomical location and
weight of the patient (BMI) and using a high Beta Q.Clear seems to
minimize the defaults generated by the noise in the image. So we still
recommend using Q.Clear 550, even if it requires an adaptation period
for some doctors.

Our second suggestion would be to choose different β factors in the
same reconstruction according to the contrast in the image and the
anatomical localisation, although such reconstructions (step-
dependant β factors) are difficult to implement and time-consuming.

On the other hand, we need to carefully choose the β factor in order
to obtain acceptable quantitation results for clinical interpretation. In
medical imaging, the objective is to obtain a compromise between
signal to noise and contrast, without degrading the images. GE warms
against overestimating the SUV value with this new algorithm
reconstruction [20], which means new adaptations for clinical
interpretation.

From those results, we should consider gradually setting up of this
new Q.Clear algorithm in our health care institution, choosing a β
factor of 550 for FDG PET/CT examinations.

Conclusion
It appears that the Q.Clear algorithm improves image quality and

facilitates the interpretation of PET imaging without decreasing lesion
detectability compared to our standard reconstruction (VPFX-S).
Regarding the influence of the penalization factor (β) on contrast and
the overestimation of the SUVmax with low β values, we suggest β 550
as an optimum penalization factor for a start for clinical use with FDG
PET/CT. More studies are necessary to determine optimal β value for
use with Q.Clear according to the anatomical regions and other PET
radionuclides.
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